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Xfinity x1 remote 30 second skip

RobotPoweredHome is reader-supported. When you buy through links on my blog, I may earn an affiliate commission. As an Amazon Associate, I earn from qualifying purchases.When I record shows that I couldn’t watch while it was being broadcast because I was busy with something else, I find it annoying that I have to watch ads every few
minutes.The skip forward button on the Xfinity remote is pretty much useless because it advances time by 5 minutes which is longer than any ad break.I had read somewhere that there was a way to reprogram the five-minute skip to a 30-second skip, so I went online to find out.After reading through tons of forum posts and guides that detailed how
the feature works, I was able to understand and program the feature into my remote.I decided to make this guide so that you’ll also be able to figure out the nuances when it comes to the hidden 30-second skip feature on an Xfinity remote.To set up the 30-second skip feature on your Xfinity X1 box, press Exit thrice on the remote. Then press 0030 to
set the skip time.Read on to find out if you can adjust this skip time and what Xfinity has come up with to make this feature easier.What Is 30 Second Skip?30-second skip is a feature that should have been turned on by default on the Xfinity remote.I say this because of how long you have to sit through an ad break on your recorded show, with
absolutely no way to skip ahead and get back to the show.Fortunately, the Xfinity XR2 remote allows you to activate the hidden feature pretty easily, with an easy-to-follow button combination.Xfinity has hidden this feature away because they don’t want you to skip ads, even when you’re watching recorded content.But having a skip button of any kind
does come in handy, so Xfinity has a five-minute skip instead.Using this skip is out of the question since ad breaks are 99% of the time shorter than 60 to 90 seconds, and skipping five minutes ahead might take you to the next ad break, especially in the case of sports.Get this feature enabled to have the convenience of skipping as much as you
want.How To Set Up 30 Second SkipEnabling 30 Second Skip on the XR2 remote is a pretty simple affair, involving you pressing a short series of buttons.To enable 30-second skip:While watching a channel, press the Exit button thrice.Press 0030 on the keypad.After you get this programmed, you can use the five-minute skip button to skip 30
seconds.The page down button will skip back 15 seconds, even though you already have the Replay button that does the same thing.You might think that entering 0100 or 0050 will let you skip 1 minute and 50 seconds respectively, but even though it seems to be common sense, you won’t be able to.Xfinity only allows a 30-second skip.Known Issues
With The Skip FeatureSince this feature isn’t something that Xfinity rolls out fixes for all the time, it has its fair share of bugs.The X1 box might randomly forget that the 30-second skip was programmed.Sometimes the button simply may not work, and not even skip five minutes which is the default skip period.Fortunately, most of these issues,
including the ones I haven’t talked about here, can be fixed pretty easily and within seconds.How to Fix Most Issues With The FeatureTo fix almost all issues with 30 Second Skip, program the skip again like you did the first time.First, you’ll need to restore the 5-minute skip by pressing Exit thrice and entering 0500.Then press Exit thrice and enter
0030 for the 30-second skip.You can also wait for a couple of days because the X1 box automatically reboots every couple of days.Try restarting the X1 box by unplugging it, waiting for 30 seconds, and plugging it back in.Check if the skip button works as intended, and reprogram it again.Final ThoughtsNewer Xfinity boxes have a feature called Smart
Resume that automatically stops you from fast-forwarding too much when skipping a commercial break.To turn on Smart Resume,Press the Xfinity button on the remote.Go to Settings.Navigate to Preferences > General.Highlight Smart Resume for Recordings and press OK to turn the feature on.Smart Resume isn’t available on all channels or
programs, though, but Xfinity is adding Smart Resume to more channels as time goes on.Keep in mind that Smart Resume is available only for HD recordings.You May Also Enjoy ReadingFrequently Asked QuestionsHow do I skip commercials on Xfinity TV?You can only skip commercials on recorded shows, but you have to turn on Smart Resume or
the 30-second skip function on the TV.Smart Resume automatically skips to the end of the commercial break when you press the fast forward button when watching a commercial.How do I reset my Xfinity X1 Remote?To reset your Xfinity X1 remote:Press and hold the Setup button on the remote.The LED will change to green.Press 9-8-1 on the
keypad.The LED will blink green twice to indicate that it has been reset.What are the ABCD buttons on the Xfinity remote?The ABCD buttons are programmable to most features on the X1 cable box.By default, the A key opens the Help menu, B is for Day -, C is for Day+ and D is to turn on or off Descriptive Video Service.Can you fast forward on
Xfinity Stream?You can fast-forward DVR content on the Stream portal and the app.You will also be able to do this on On-Demand content as well. By following these steps, you can reprogram your DVR cable box, so when you press a button on your remote control it skips forward 30 seconds. The reprogramming steps depend on which model of
remote you have. Older silver Comcast remotes: Here are the steps for the older Comcast remotes made by Motorola. While doing this, hold the remote close to the cable box. Remember, you are actually reprogramming the DVR cable box, not the remote control itself. Choose an unused or unneeded button on the silver remote to become the new 30second skip command. A good choice is the ‘A / Lock’ button since many users don’t need that function. Press the Cable button at the top of the remote to put it into Cable Box control mode. Press and hold the Setup button until the “Cable” button blinks twice. Type in the code 994. The “Cable” button will blink twice. Press (do not hold) the Setup
button. Type in the code 00173. Press the A/Lock button. That's it! Now anytime you press the A/Lock button when watching a recording, you will skip ahead 30 seconds. These hacking instructions work on the Motorola HD DVR DTC6412 and the Comcast On Demand Remote (Comcast URC-106XXXXX Silver Remote). Older dark gray Xfinity
remotes: This is for the darker color remotes that say "Xfinity" on the bottom. This remote replaced the Comcast one described above and pictured to the right. While doing this, hold the remote close to the cable box. Remember, you are actually reprogramming the DVR cable box, not the remote control itself. Choose an unused or unneeded button on
the remote to become the new 30-second skip command. A good choice is the ‘A / Lock’ button since many users don’t need that function. Press the AUX button at the top of the remote. Press and hold the Setup button until the “AUX” button blinks twice. Type in the code 01376. The “AUX” button will blink twice. Press the AUX button again. Press
and hold the Setup button again until the"AUX" button again blinks twice. Type in the code 994. The "AUX button will again blink twice. Press (do not hold) the Setup button. Type in the code 00173. Press the CABLE button. Press the A/Lock button. XR2 (and possibly XR11 and XR15) remotes used with the Xfinity X1 DVR cable box: The Xfinity X1
cable box remote control XR2 can be programmed, but it requires completely different steps. These steps might also work on the XR11 and XR15 remotes also. Do these steps to program a 30-second forward skip into the Page UP button: While doing this, hold the remote close to the cable box. Remember, you are actually reprogramming the DVR
cable box, not the remote control itself. Turn off the television. On the remote, press the EXIT button three times in a row. Type in 0030 with the number keys. Troubleshooting/problem solving: If you had the 30-second skip programmed but it stopped working (frequently because of DVR software update on Comcast/Xfinity end), try doing a 5-minute
code followed by a 30-second code...i.e. EXIT EXIT EXIT 0500 followed by EXIT EXIT EXIT 0030. Hold the remote very close to the cable box while pressing the reprogramming button steps. The reprogramming actually is reprogramming the DVR cable box, not the remote control itself. Make sure you are pressing each button deliberately. Not too
fast, but not too slow either. Make sure the DVR is not recording a program while you do these reprogramming steps. Try turning off the TV itself during this process. Then turn TV back on. Try placing the cable box in standby mode (hit power button on front of cable box) first. Try unplugging the power cord from the cable box for 2 minutes, then
replugging it in (rebooting the box) and waiting a few minutes. Then try the reprogramming steps again. Try unpairing and then repairing the remote. Try replacing the batteries in the remote before the reprogramming steps. To return the button to the default 5-minute button, follow the same steps, but enter 0500 instead (the 4-digit code is the skip
time in seconds). There is a good Wikibooks resource for more information at: Programming the Motorola DVR Remote Control.
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